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NUMERICAL SIMULATI ON OF GAS-DYNA MIC AND HEAT-TRA NSFER
PROCESSES IN TWO-STAGE, VERY HIGH-PRESSURE GAS COMPRESSORS"'
W. H. Hsieh,§ l. T. Wu,~ C. L. Yeh,# and K. K. Kuo+
Depanmem of Mechanical Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
ABSTRACT
Very high-pressure gas compressors have been utilized to compress inert gases, liquids, and
combustible gaseous mixtures for various industrial applications, e.g., hot isostatic presses and waterjet
cuning. In order to design reliable and efficient very high-pressure gas compressors, the compression
processes must be fully understood. In this study a numerical simulation of the gas-dyn:tmic and heattransfer processes in a two-stage very high-pressure compressor was conducted to achieve better
understanding of rhe compression processes and to aid the design of future compressors. A parametric
study was conducted to investigate the effect of various compressor parameters, i.e., interstage volume,
dead-end volume, and stroke length, on the compressor performance. Among these parameters, it was
found that dead-end volume had the strongest effect on the perfom1nnce of the compressor. A reduced
dead-end volume would increase volumetric efficiency and maximum g<ts-phase temperature and
pressure m the first-stage cylinder.
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Area, m
Cross-sectional area of first-stage piston, m 2
Cross-sectional area of second-stage piston, m 2
Contacting surface area between first-stage piston and its cylinder, m2
Contacting surface area between second-stage piston and its cylinder, m2
Cross-sectional area of hydraulic cylinder, m 2
Constant-pressure specific heat, lfkg-K
Constant-volume specific heat, Ifkg-K
Constant-volume specific hear in the ideal gas state, lfkg-K
Toral energy, J
'
Maximum output hydraulic flow rate, m3ts
Specific enrhalpy entering a control volume, Ifkg
Specific enthalpy leaving a control volume, lfkg
Heat-transfer coefficienr between Regions m and n, 1tm2-s-K
Mass flow rate or compressed medium entering a control volume, kg/
5
Mass flow rate of compressed medium leaving a conrrol volume. kgfs
Gas pressure in Region I, Nfm2
Gas pressure in Region 3, Ntm2
Maximum gas pressure in Region I, Nfm2
I lydntulic pressure, Ntm2
Critical hydraulic pressure, Nfm2
Total heat flux from compressed gas to surroundings, 1tm 2-s
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Q

Rate of heat transfer to surroundi ngs, lfs

R

Gu constant, J/kg-K

t

Time,s
Critical temperature, K
Actual gas-phase temperature at time step i, K
Temperature of thermocouple at t=O, K
Temperature of thermocouple at time step i, K
Maximum gas temperature in Region 1. K ·
Maximum gas temperature in Region 3, K
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3

Hydraulic flow rate, m /s
3
Maximum hydraulic flow rate, m /s
Rate of work. 1Is
Efficiency of hydraulic pump
Volumetric compression efficiency
Friction coefficient of first-stage piston
Friction coefficient of second-stage piston
Density of gas, kg/m3
Temperature ratio, Ttrcr
Response time of thermocouple, s
Density ratio.

P/Pcr
I. INTROD UCTION

in the industrial and military
Very high-pres sure gas compress ors have been used extensive ly
1 are used to cut a variety of materials . The process of
waterjets
sure
fields. For example, very high-pres
very high speed under high pressure
cutting with water relies on a fine stream of water traveling at a
the water is usually a hydraulically
[30,000-55,()(J0psi (207-379 MPa)] . The pressuriz ation system for
in the present work. In order to
used
system
the
to
similar
very
is
that
pump
driven reciprocating plunger
dynamics , heat transfer, and
fluid
the
t,
equipmen
nology
high-tech
design and develop this type of
d.
thermodynumics in very high-pressure compress ors must be fully understoo
proposed to estimate the
In the past, a number of heat-tran sfer correlatio ns have been
the confining w;1lls in
and
medium
working
the
between
nts
coefficie
sfer
insmntan eous heat-tran
2
the convectiv e hemrelating
by
purpose
this
for
compress ors. Rao and Bardon develope d a formula
medium_ In order to utilize thi~
transfer coefficie nt directly to the turbulenc e intensity in the working
, but due to the high-pressure
formula, the characteristics of turbulence must be measured and quantified
gas compressors, the difficult task
conditions and the complex nature of flow inside very high-pressure
, the Rao/Bard on fonnula was
of measurin g turbulenc e levels has never been accompli shed. Therefore
not adopted in this work.
3
temperatu re distribution on
An investigation was conducte d by Liu and Zhou to determin e the
coeffi<·ient of heat transfer between
the cylinder wall of a reciproca ting refrigeration compress or and the
first law of thermody namics and
the cylinder wail and the gaseous refrigera nt. They used the
the cylinder wall were variable and
experimenral data to calculate the heat-flow rate. Tempera tures on
aft speed. Their investiga tion WitS
were functions of pressure, suction temperat ure, and crank-sh
or.
conducted for a Chinese-m ade Rl2 high-speed refrigeration compress
4
or and develope d a
Lee, Singh, and Moran perfonne d a first-law analysis for a compress
temperature prediction of this model
computer simulation model based on the ideal-gas assumption. The
ideal-gas assumpti on. In order to
did not agree well with experime ntal data, perhaps because of the
relations must be used. Over the
simulate the operating processes of compress ors, real-gas property
temperat ure-time histories well.
years, most theoretic al simulatio ns have been unable to predict
and temperatu re-time histories is
Developm ent of a model which can precisely predict both pressureadmittedly a difficult msk.

in a very high-pressure (up
In this smdy, the fluid dynamics , heat transfer, and thermody namics
lly. A computer code,
theoretica
and
ntally
experime
ted
investiga
were
or
compress
to 30,000ps i) gas
Pennsylv ania_Stnt e
the
at
d
develope
code),
r
VHPCC5.6 (Very High-Pre ssure Compres sor Compute
temperam re-time history does not
University predicts pressure- time history precisely, but the calculated
tre predictability of this code. six
agree well with the experime ntal data. In order to improve the temperatl
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heat-transfer coefficients were used to simulate the heaHransfer processes between the compressed
medium and the cylinder bodies of the. compressor, the pressure ,dependence of specific hem was
introduced, and the response times of the thennocouples and hydraulic pump were considered. Some
thermodynamic relations involving the behavior of real gases were also utilized in the computer code.
Comparison of the calculated resuits produced by VHPCC2 and ·the measured experimental dant reveal eLl
a significllnt improvement in the predictability of the temperatu~-t.ime histories.

2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
The computer code (VHPCC2) was developed to simulate gas-dynamic and heaHransfer
behavior in very high-pressure compressors. It is based on a time-dependent and one-dimensional model
developed at PSU. 5•6 In this work, a number of modifications were made to the model to improve its
predictability. A compression cycle was divided into six time periods. Different hem-transfer coefficients
were used in different time periods. Constant-pressure and constant-volume specific heats were
considered to be functions of temperature and pressure. A correlation for C.(P,T) was derived from
thermodynamic relations and the correlation for Cp(P,T), Response times of the thermocouples and
hydraulic pump were considered. The theoretical model and the above-mentioned modific;llions will be
described in the following sections.

2.1 Governing Eauations
The very high-pressure gas compressor is subdivided into 14 regions (control volumes), as
shown in Fig. 1 The gas phase includes Regions 0 through 4. Regions 5 and 6 arc the first- und
second-stage cylinder bodies. The cooling water system is included in Regions 7 through 9. Regions
10 and II are hydraulic cylinder regions. Pistons in the first· and second-st<.ge cylinders are Regions 12
and 13. respectively. The governing equations, composed of continuity and energy equations, are in the
fom1 of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs). To solve these ODEs simultaneously, a wellesinblishcd ODE solver7 (!MSL DGEAR subroutine) was selected as part of the ovemll nunwric·al code.
All governing equations are detailed in Ref. 6.
2.2 Hear Transfer in Comvressors
.
Heat transfer plays an important role in governing the temperature-time history of the compressed
medium in a vel}' high-pressure gas compressor. In this work, a procedure was developed to deduce the
heat nux from the measured e;.;perimental data. The deduced heat flux is helpful in understanding the
heat-transfer mechanism during operation of the compressor as well as in selecting the proper heattransfer coefficients in the numerical calculation.
By applying the first law of thermodynamics for a control volume, 8 we have
. Q I .~"r: .
.
.
q = - = - (- ........_ + m · h · - m h
- W)
A A
dt
on 1n
out out
(2·l)
It should be noted that (+Q) represents the heat transferred from the compressed mcLiium to the
surroundings, and (-W) represents the work done by the hydraulic pm;1p to the compressed medium.
Because A(t). E(t), m(t), h(t), and W(t) are deduced from the measured temperatures, pressures. and
now r.1tes (see Ref.9), the heat flux can be determined from Eq.(2-l ).
The beat-transfer mechanism of the very high-pressure gns intensifier is complex due to check
valves opening or closing, piston motion, and the effects of high pressun:. A complete compres~ion and
expansion cycle was divided into six time periods according to the on-off status of check valves (see Fig,
2)_ Time period I begins with initiation of the first-stage compression; all check valves are closed during
this time period. Time period II begins when check valve CV3 opens. In time period Jll, •·heck valves
CV2 and CV3 arc opened. Time period IV stans with the beginning of the second-smge compression; all
check valves are closed during this time period. When check valve CVI opens. time period V begins. In
time period VI, check valves CVI and CV4 are both opened. In different time periods. different heattransfer coefficients were applied.
Based on the heat flux deduced from the experimental data, the heat-transfer coefficients given in
Table 1 were chosen for this analysis and are suitable only for the case presented in this paner.
Additional work beyond this study will be required to obtain universal heat-transfer coefficients. for
different pressure and now conditions. During a complete compression cycle, the large variation in the
values of the hem-transfer coefficients is !he result of the pislon molion, the on-off ~tatus of check
vnlves, and the large variation in pressure. Figure 3 shows 1he comparison of calculated and
expenmenmlly derluced heat nuxes for Region 1.
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(at the condiiion where C. is a
where C, is the constant- volume specific heat in its ideal-gas state
values of the critical parameters
function of temperature only), w=p/p 0 , , and 't=Tffcr. The following
lm 0 . The coefficients, bij• are
were employed in the calculations fornittog en: Tcr=<126.2K; p 0 =313.1kg
are also available (see Ref. I 0 for :1
listed in Ref.l2. Similar correlations for air, methane, and oxygen
more detailed description).
0

2.4 Resvon~e Time of Thermocouales
of the very highIn this study. the temperatures of the compress ed medium at various locations
wire diameters of 320~m or 51 Of!m.
pressure gas compress or were measured using thermocouples with
for a thermoco uple to reach
Since the response time of thermoco uples (defined as the time required between the true g:is·phase
a delay
63.2% of the sudden imposed temperature) is finite, there is always
theoretically calculmed tempermitres
temper;llurc and the measured temperature. In order to compare the
response time of the thennoco uples
with the measured temperatu res (thermoc ouple iemperatures), the
is used to account for the response
must be considered. In the computer code, the following equation
time of the thermocouple (see Ref. 9 for detailed description).

T,.;- T;

(2-4)

T .; are, respectively, the real gaswhere At= t;- t;. 1 ; t, is the response time of the thermocouple; T; and 1
i.
step
time
at
res
temperatu
uple
phase and thermoco

2.5 Dererminarjon of Hwiraulic Flow Rare
pump. The rate of change of
The very high-pressure gas intensifie r was driven by a hydraulic
the hydraulic flow rate. Therefore, it
volume in first-stage and second-stage cylinders was dominated by
n. A correlation for the hydraulic
is imponant to detennine the hydraulic flow rate for theoretical simulatio
flow rate was supplied by the manufacturer as
v-h =

1UU..4..2. x

Tlhp

if Ph > Ph.cr

ph

(2-5)

if Ph$ Ph.cr (2-6)
"' FRmu X 11 hp
pump (FRm.,. =
hydraulic
the
of
rate
flow
hydraulic
where FRmn• is the theoretica l maximum output
hydraulic flow rate; Tlhp is
maximum
actual
3
the
is
Yh.max
urer);
manufact
the
by
given
as
tsec,
0.0017 m
above which Eq.(2-5) is used
the efficiency of the hydraulic pump; Ph.cr is the critical hydraulic pressure
to calcul:tte Vh .
maximum hydmulic flow
The hydraulic pump efficiency was obtained by dividing the measured
Vh

= V h,mall

3
rate (0.00165 m /sec) with FRmax.

=vh.max =0.00165

11h
p

FRma"

0.0017

= 0.97

.

.

..

first- and second-stage cylinders (Pt
The hydraulic pressure was calculate d from gas-phase pressures m
according to the following equation.
and

Pv
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Ph:: _l_ (PtA 1 - P3A3 + IJ.tPtA IL + 1J.3P3A~L)
Ah
(2-7)
From the measured Ph, P 1, and P3 , it was found that the values of J.li and J.l3 should be set
to 0.038 a~d
0.035, respectively, to provide maximum agreement between calculated and measured
hydnn•hc
pressures.

Once the hydraulic pressure and the efficiency of the hydraulic pump are known,thc hydraulic
flow rate can be determined from Eqs.(2-5) and (2-6). Figure 4 shows the companson
benveen
measured hydraulic flow rate and calculated hydraulic flow rate from Eqs.(2-5) and (2-6).
An evident
discrepancy between measured and calculated hydraulic flow rate can be seen, indicating
that the
response time of the hydraulic pump must be considered. By comparing the measured
hydraulic nnw
rnte and calculated hydraulic flow rate with different values of response times of the hydr,llllic
pump, the
optimized response time of the pump is determined to be 0.3! sec. Figure 5_ shows _the
comparison
between measured hydraulic flow rate and ·calculated hydrauhc flow rate w1th cons1derauo
n of the
response time of the hydraulic pump. The optimized values of the response time of the
hydraulic pump
and the friction coefficients are incorporated into the theoretical model and numerical code.

3. EXPERIM ENTAL APPARATUS
A two-stage very high-pressure gas compressor (Model C30-20FX) manufacture
P<tc,lnc., was adopted for the experimental study. The compressor consists of two major d by Hydrosubsystems: a
two-smge gas intensifier with a water-cooling system (see Fig. 1), and a hydraulic pump
which drives
the two-stage gas intensifier. The hydraulic pump is driven by a 20 hon;epower electric motor
operating
on·a 230 VAC. 3-phase, 60Hz electric source. When the hydraulic pump begins to drive
the two-stag~
gas intensifier, it will stroke the piston of the first-stage cylinder first. Gas in the first-stage
cylinder is
compressed and forced through check valves imo the smaller second-stage cylinder. When
the firsHtnge
compression is completed, a four-way valve redirects the hydraulic fluid, and the piston assembly
moves
tOward the second-stage end of the intensifier. During the second-stage compression,
the first-swge
cylinder is refilled and the compressed medium is compressed in the second-stage cylinder.
After the
second-stage compression, the piston assembly direction is reversed and the entire process
is repeated.
The instn•mentation and data acquisition system are detailed in Refs. 5, 6. and 9.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
4.1 Comparison ofNumerica l and E:mgrjmenral Resuiis
The numerical simulation results obtained from this study were compared with the experimenta
l
data in order to examine the predictability of the theoretical model. In obtaining experimenta
l data.
nitrogen gas was used as the compressed medium. Inlet (Region 0) pressure and temperature
were fixed
a.t 10.34Mpa (1,500psi) and 300K, respectively. Discharged pressure was kept at a conswnt
value of
103.4Mpa. (15,000psi). Temperature in the storage vessel (Region 4) was also a constant
(fixed at
3(XlK). After the compressing system had been running for half an hour and had re<~ched
a
steady-stnte
operating condition, the flow properties of nitrogen gas at various locations of the compressor
were
measured.
Figure 6 presents comparisons of predicted temperature-time histories (considering them1ocoup
le
response time) with experimental data in Regions I, 2C. and 3. It is evident from these
figures
predicted temperature -time traces agree well with experimenta l data. There are, however,that the
slight
discrepancies because the heat-transfer coefficients used in the numerical simulation do
not precisely
simulate those in actual test conditions, which depend strongly upon the pressure, temperamre
, and flow
conditions in the compressor. As discussed in the Introduction section of this paper.
correlations suitable for the pressure range and flow conditions considered in this work heat-transfer
do not exist in
the open literature. Due to the absence of these correlations, the heat-transfer coefficients
(<Is discussed in
s.,ction 2.2) are taken to be either constants or exponential functions, according to the
on-off status of
the compressor"s check valves.
The gas-phase temperature in the compressor is dominated by the bala.nce of heat
transfer
the compressed medium and the compressor cylinder, and the compression work done
by the
piston to the compressed medium. According to the calculated results, the ratio of the heat
transfer nne to
the compression work is about 0.5. These two mechanisms, heat transfer and compressio
n work, are
therefore equally important in determining the gas-phase temperature. In order to prolong
the lifetime of
the piston seal used in the compressor, the gas-phase temperature must be reduced. Two
approaches to
decrease the gas-phase temperature can be adopted. One is to enhance the heat transfer nue;
the other i5 to
reduce the compression wori<: by decreasing the speed of the piston.
b~tween
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valve motion. Generally speaking,
. So!""e studiesl l.l2 nd?re~s valve dynamics and calculate
of high·speed reciprocating compressors.
constderauon of valve dynamtcs ts necessary for the modeling
ssure gas compressor used in this
However, this is not adopted in this study because the very high·pre · time histories in Regions I, 2C,
pressure
work is a slow motion compressor. Comparisons of predicted
-time traces show that the pressure
and 3 with experimental data are given in Fig. 7. These pressure that valve dynamics may not be
ion
predictability of the model is e"cellen t, justifying our assumpt
·
considered in modeling slow motion compressors.
experimental dam. The sm;tll
Figure 8 compare s calculated hydraulic fluid pressure with
8 is believed to be caused by the use of
disagreement between the predicted and experimental data in Fig.
't•onstant friction coefficienl~ of pl~tons in the computer code.

4.2 Parametric Scudy
parameters such as stroke
In designing a very high-pressure compressor, the effect of various understood. In· this work,
must be well
length. free volume, etc., on the performance of the compressor
rs. Three compressor parameters-a parametric study was conduced to study the effect of these paramete systematically. Six performance
varied
volume of interstage, dead-end volume, and stroke leogth-·wereconsumed energy per cycle by hydraulic
parameters--volumetric efficiency, specific consumed energy,and pressure of first-stage cylinder--were
pump. discharged mass per cycle, and maximum temperature
ns for Figs. 6-8 were used as the baseswdied as the compressor parameters were varied. Test conditio ed pressures.
discharg
and
inlets
identical
have
cases
d
line condition. All simulate
ratio in percemage of the al:tu;~l
The volumetric efficiency 13 used in this study is defined as the
d at inlet temperature, pressure, and gas
delivered capacity (volume of the compressed media measure
d energy is the value of consumed energy
composition) to the piston displacement. The specific consume
ed mass per cycle).
discharg
by
divided
cycle
per
energy
per unit mnss (i.e., consumed
4.2.1 ReS!!lts ofParam erricStu tiv

nce of the compressor is show1i in
The effect of the three compressor parameters on the performa
sor performance significantly.
compres
affect
not
does
volume
e
interstag
of
Table 2. Note that the change
heat-transfer sur,face area and
the
decrease
would
volume
e
interstag
reduced
a
However, it is evident that
water. As a result of the
cooling
the
to
medium
sed
compres
the
from
loss
heat
thereby reduce the total
the second-stage
entering
and
e
interstag
the
ing
gas,leav
the
decrease in heat loss, the temperature of
cylinder will increase.
of the compressor, is an important
Dead-end volume, which significantly affects the performance the gas at the discharge pressure
sion,
factor in compressor design. At the end of the first-stage compres
As soon as second-stage compression
of the first-stage cylinder is trapped in the dead-end volume.the intake pressure required to crack open
than
lower
is
pressure
its
umil
begins, the trapped gas expands
, will decrease the amount of tr;~pped
the inlet valve (CVl). The decrease of dead-end volume, therefore
y. An increase in volumetric
efficienc
ric
volumet
increase
and
earlier,
open
to
valve
inlet
gas. cause the
mass. An increase in discharged mass
ed
discharg
and
capacity
d
delivere
actual
s
enhance
y
efficienc
causes the hydraulic pump to consume more energy.
volume would result in the
It may also be noted from Table 2 that the decrease in dead-end
, Pt.ma.· The gas in the first-stage
increase of the maximum pressyre of the gas in the first-stage cylinder e compression. This maximum
cylinder experiences maximum pressure at the end of the first-stag sion ratio, defined as the ratio of
compres
pressure is mainly affected by two factors which include 1) the
e cylinder, the interstage, and the
the piston-displacing volume to the total volume of the first-stag
at the end of the first-stage compression,
second-stage cylinder (due to the fact that CV2 and CV3 open
. and 2) the total mass within the
and the first-stage piston compresses the gas in all three regions)
compressor during the firsHtag e compression.
within the compressor during the
From the calculated results, it was found that the total mass
s, due to the fact that the effett of the
first-stage compression reduces as the dead-end volume decrease
that of the increased intake mass. On the
reduced trapped mass at the end of the compression outweighs
the compression ratio, and this effect
other hand, the decrease in the dead-end volume would increase
is caused mainly by the increase of
outweights that of decreased total mass. Thus, the increase in Pt.mu heat-transfer area and results in a
the total
the compres~ion ratio. The decreased dead-end volume reduces
cylinder. The reduced heat loss therefore
reduction of the heat loss from the compressed medium to the
increases the maximum temperature in the first-stage cylinder.
fim-st<tge and second-stage
Differen t stroke lengths mean differen t cylinder lengths. The
As a result of decreased stroke length.
d.
decrease
is
length
stroke
the
when
shorter
become
s
cylinder
are reduced. The change of stroke
:,ctunl delivered capacity. discharged mass. and consumed energy
rs of the compressor significantly.
paramete
nce
performa
other
the
affect
not
does
,
however
length,
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5. SUMM ARY AND CONCL USION S
The summnry und mnjor conclusi ons of this study are given
.
1 . A numerical simulatio n of the gas-dyna mic and heat-tran below.
sfer propesses of a very high-pre ssure gas
compres sor was conducte d using a modified theoretical model
and numenca l code. Snmilated reS11lts
were in good agreement with measured experimental
2. The heat-tran sfer processe s between the compres seddata.
medium and cylinder walls were found to be
highly complex and depende nt on the pressure , temperat ure.
piston motion, flow velocity, and onoff status of check valves. In order to accurate ly take into
account the complex heat-tran sfer
processe s in the theoretical model. a complet e compres sion
cycle was divided into six time pcnods
and u differen t heaHran sfer correlati on was be used in each
time period. In order to apply the
theoretical model and numerical code to other two-stage very
high-pressure gas compressors, a set of
universal heat-transfer correlations will have to be developed
and incorporated into the model.
3 _ The gns temperat ure was found to be dominat ed by the
hear transfer between the gns and cylinder
walls and the compres sion work done on the gas. In order to
reduce rhe gus temperat ure and thereby
prolong the lifetime of the seal used in the compres sor, one
can either enhance the heat-transfer rate
or reduce the compression work by decreasi ng the speed of
the compression piston.
4. In order ro accurate ly predict the hydrauli c flow rate
from the calculate d hydrauli c pressure, the
response time of the hydrauli c pump must be consider ed
in the modeL The response time of the
hydraulic pump used in this study was found to be 0.31
5. Due to the slow-mo ving nature of the compres sor used sec.
in this smdy, it was found that the dyn;unic
motion of various check values could be ignored in the
theoretic 'd model and good agreeme nt
between the simulation results and experimental data could still
be obtained.
!l. From the paramet ric study, it was found that dead-end
volume hud the stronges t effect on tile
performa nce of the compres sor. A reduced dead-end volume
would increase voltlmetric efficiency
and maximu m gas-phase temperature and pressure in the first-stag
e cylinder_
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0-4 : Ga!·Phasc Regions
S : lst S1age Cylinder Body
6 : 2nd S1>ge Cylinder Body

; Coolinz: Water Regions

7&9

Regions 10-11 : M0t1ve Cylinder R~g1o"s

Regions 12-13: Pistons or lst a11d 2nd Stages
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Table I Heat-Transfer Coefficients used in VHPCC2

Time!!!:riod

!IT coe!T.
(k]/m 2-s-K)

n

m

IV

v

VI

h1.s

0.5

0.5

2.6

12.5

ll.J

I L3

hl,l2

0.5

0.5

2.6

12.5

ll.J

I 1.3

il,_,

12.0

7.5

6.0

0.8

0.8

0.4-3.4°

il, 1'

12.0

7.5

6.0

0.8

0.8

0.4-3.4.

• An exponential function was used.

Table 2 Results of Parametric Study
Specific
con:mmc.d

lcn~th

5<997

SJ.<.4S
(.tJ.21 ..)

90.SO
(·0.99lh)

.43.594

31 03

lHlB
(·0.29'11)

0.10200
(·0.078lh)

·~(;.0~

31.211

(+0032'1-)

(•0.55lh)

536.42
(+O.Il%)

ll.lll
(+0.2llh)

0.10278

435.114

J090

(+0.097")

(-0023 ..1

(.041%)

9<.52
(+3.7 ..)

531.35
(·0.80")

56.679
(•3.1 ..)

0.10667

44165

(+3.9"')

(+1.77~)

(i-~

int=1'CI!ed

37.97

hy SO'IIo

(·HS)

541.40
(•1.08")

53.550
(·26..)

0.0989I
(·3.7lh)

429.89
(·1.39")

29.78
( <.03")

l32.7l
(·0.'14")

4<(.11!11
(·I9.7'!1)

0.03293

4.il0::\6

31.12

(·19.2'!1)

C•I.Oilh)

(.0.19 ..)

537.75
(+0.40lh)

65,151

0.12227

(•19.6..)

(+19.1'11)

432.10
(•0.8)'1-)

J0_97
(.{1.19..)

I""""""'
hy llllh
dtc:~'ic=d

Sfroke

535.62

O.I0268

hy~ ..

voh1111e

(kl!lcyclc)

P1.m~~

dcctU.~d

D~ad~:m..l

Di.schnrg~d

(1d/<yci•J

Tl,mu
(K)

Bm•e line conditjon

]nleNml.~e
vohnTIC:

Con:;umed
energy

t.y51l"o

'1,.,.(%)

energy
(kl/kl)

91.11

9I.97
(+0.9.'11) 111

llecfel~

91.51

by20'!1

(+0.44S)

jncrcnt;ed

90.73

hylOlh

(·OA2S)

•ne vnluc in ( ) il'l lhc p:n:c:ntaiO ~tmn~ (~QD~ the biSC hnc condi.Um.
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